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"I want to thank Thanks USA for assisting me in my financial

situation as well as giving me an opportunity to participate in the

72 Hour Salute. Due to high tuition costs, I'm not sure I would be

able to continue my secondary education without the Thanks USA

scholarship. Thank you so much for all you do for military

personnel, veterans, and their families."
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"The need to close the financial gap for military families continues to grow, and Thanks USA is

working to do just that," said General James L. Jones. "We are honored to

be working with the military families through Thanks USA."
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In honor of our nation's military families and in response to the needs that arise,Thanks USA

launched the "Thanks USA, Thanks You!" campaign in the fall of 2011. The purpose of the campaign is to help

allow our nation's military families and veterans to have equal opportunities for higher education.

ThanksUSA is dedicated to helping our nation's military families and veterans achieve their academic

goals through education and career development. ThanksUSA is a public/private partnership comprised of
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Justin Kidd, Darius Williams-Mckenzie. Justin is an Honors College student at James Madison University
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Jackson Casey Memorial Golf Tournament

The 5th annual Jackson Casey Memorial Golf Tournament took place at Holly Hill Country Club on July 18. Friends and family gathered to remember Justin Kidd, a Jackson Casey Fund scholar who passed away in December of 2015 at the age of 18 due to complications from a rare medical condition.
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